Many objects that we encounter have 'typical' material qualities: spoons are hard, pillows are soft and jelly dessert is wobbly. Over a life time of experiences, strong associations between an object and its typical material properties may be formed, and these associations not only include how glossy, rough or pink an object is but also how it behaves under force: we expect knocked over vases to shatter, popped bike tires to deflate, and gooey grilled cheese to hang between two slices of bread when pulled apart. Here we ask how such rich visual priors affect the visual perception of material qualities and present a particularly striking example of expectation violation. In a cue conflict design, we pair computer-rendered familiar objects with surprising material behaviors (a linen curtain shattering, a porcelain teacup wrinkling, etc.) and find that material qualities are not solely estimated from the object's kinematics (i.e. its physical (atypical) motion while shattering, wrinkling, wobbling etc.); rather, material appearance is sometimes "pulled" towards the "native" motion, shape, and optical properties that are associated with this object. Our results, in addition to patterns we find in reaction time data, suggest that visual priors about materials can set up high-level expectations about complex future states of an object and show how these priors modulate material appearance. Understanding how high-level expectations are integrated with incoming sensory evidence is an essential step towards understanding how the human visual system accomplishes material perception ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]).
Results & Discussion
Visual perception is not a one-way (bottom-up) road; how we process visual input is influenced by expectations about the sensory environment, which develop from our previous experience and learning about existing regularities in the world, i.e. associating things or events that co-occur. Expectations have been shown to facilitate visual processing in the case of priming, to modulate the frequency of a particular percept in bi-stable stimuli, and to change our interpretation of ambiguous stimuli (see [7] , or [8] for a review). However, the stimuli used in these experiments have been fairly simple (static images of objects), and it has been shown that learning associations can also include fairly complex phenomena. For example, recently, [9] (also [10] , [11] ), showed that humans can learn to predict how different liquids flow around solid obstacles (also see other examples for predicting of motion trajectories of rigid objects, e.g. ( [12] , or [13] , or [14] ). While the authors attributed human performance to an ability to "reason" about fluid dynamics, here we explicitly test whether existing perceptual expectations about material properties can set up complex predictions about future states, and whether -and to what extent -these expectations influence material appearance.
The role of predictions or associative mechanisms in material perception is not well understood [15] [16] , [17] ]. When perceiving qualities like how hard, crumbly, wobbly, gelatinous, or heavy a material is, we may integrate dynamic and pictorial cues through stored prior associations with familiar objects; for example a glossy, translucent wobbling cube might resemble Jell-O, whose associated high wobbliness may bias the percept towards a more gelatinous appearance when compared to a matte object with the same mechanical deformation ( Figure 1A ). Alternatively, optics may modulate the extent to which dynamic shape deformations can be perceived (e.g. the specular highlights on the translucent object create more image motion [18] , [19] compared to its matte counterpart, making it appear wobblier, and therefore more gelatinous). A combination of associative and modulatory mechanisms is also possible. The effect of prior knowledge (i.e. associations) on how different types of sensory input are integrated has been looked at more formally within the framework of Bayesian models (e.g [20] ; [21] [22] ; [23] ). In particular, cue conflict scenarios have proven extremely useful to generate insights about the complex interplay of prior selection and the weighting of sensory input in the perception of object properties (e.g. [24] . Here, we use an experimental paradigm analogous to cue conflict to create gross violations of expectations about materials ( Figure 1B ; Figure 4A and B). We show that the qualities of "surprising" materials are perceived different to expected ones that behave the same (Figure 3 ), and that surprise leads to increases in processing time of the stimuli (in line [25] , [26] , or recently [27] , Figure 4C and D). Furthermore, our method provides a general technique to differentiate the extent to which material qualities are directly estimated from material kinematics versus being modulated by prior associations from familiar shape and optical properties. The perception of material qualities (such as gelatinousness) can be influenced by prior associations between dynamic optics, shape, and motion properties. Watching the green (left) object deform may evoke an association with green Jell-O, and may therefore be perceived as wobblier and more gelatinous than the matte object, despite both objects wobbling in identical ways (as shown in Movies S1 and S2). Alternatively, the green object may be perceived as wobblier due to larger image differences between frames, and potentially higher motion energy, as illustrated on the right. The difference in motion energy in greyscale images of the translucent object is about seven (6.8) times larger than that of the matte one, purely due to the difference in optical properties between these two objects. B. Shown are first and last frames from two animations used in our cue conflict design, where we pair familiar objects with atypical motions. Here, our expectations about the material behavior have been violated, leading to an experience of surprise [26] Observers watched animations of objects (one per trial) fall to the ground and behave in one of five ways: rigidly (non-deforming), wobbling, shattering, wrinkling, or splashing. Objects behaved either as expected, based on their shape and surface properties (a porcelain teacup shattering, translucent Jell-O wobbling, etc.; Expected motion condition), or they behaved in a surprising way (a linen curtain shattering, a brass key wobbling, etc.; Surprising motion condition). Generally (but not always), hard objects in the Surprising condition behaved as soft or liquid ones and vice versa. On each trial, observers rated one of four material attributes on a continuous scale (blocked): hardness, gelatinousness, heaviness, and liquidity ( Figure 2A ). "Mechanical" qualities, like hardness and liquidity, have been of increasing interest in recent studies of deformable materials [17] , [15] , [28] ; [29] , [30] and are likely to be directly estimated from material kinematics [but see [16] -who found an additive effect of optics], whereas gelatinousness and heaviness might not be estimated directly from mechanical deformations and are potentially influenced more by associations with familiar shape and optics. Each familiar object was paired with a matched unfamiliar, novel-shaped (to the observer) stimulus ( Figure 2B and C, and Figures S1 and S2) that was rendered with the same surface properties and material behavior. We anticipated that Novel objects would not elicit strong prior expectations about how they will deform, and as such, their ratings would reflect an estimation of material properties from material kinematics, including any low-level effects of dynamic optical properties. Expected, Surprising, and the matched Novel (Expected & Surprising) objects were rated by the same observers within the same experiment, with a random order of presentation within each attribute block. A separate group of observers rated static images of the first frame of the Familiar and Novel objects (where each object was still intact).
The four attributes that observers rated can best be estimated when observing an object interacting with another one and should be difficult to judge from still images alone. Therefore, the First Frame ratings of Familiar objects could be used as a measure of prior knowledge about the material qualities from familiar shape and optics associations. Ratings of moving Novel objects, on the other hand, could be used as a measure of how much the image motion, generated by the kinematics of the material ('sensory' route), influences the rating (no influence of shape, equating for the effect of familiar optical properties). These two conditions make similar predictions (i.e. yield similar ratings) when the material behavior is expected (e.g. wobbling red Jell-O; Figure 3A ) but make different predictions (i.e. yield different ratings) when the material behavior is surprising (e.g. rigid (non-deforming) red Jell-O, Figure 3B ), as evidenced by the following: First Frame ratings (from prior associations) differ significantly from Novel object motion ratings (from direct estimation) for 48 out of 60 (80%) in the Surprising motion condition, compared to only 24 out of 60 (40%) in the Expected motion condition (see Table S1 ). We operationally define and measure the "prior pull" as the distance between Familiar and Novel object motion ratings in the direction of First Frame ratings ( Figure 3C ).
Figure 3. Material quality ratings and prior attraction. A.
Average observer ratings for different questions about material qualities e.g. how hard, liquid, heavy or gelatinous an object appears. Icons symbolize individual familiar objects (chair, key, cup, pot, glass, spoon, blue droplet: water, yellow droplet: honey, white droplet: milk, violet curtain: silk, red curtain: velvet, white curtain: linen; yellow custard, red and green Jell-O). Each question and corresponding data are coded in the same color (red: hard, blue: liquid, purple: heavy, and green: gelatinous). Ratings could vary between 0 (lowest) and 1 (highest). On average, ratings from all 3 conditions (i.e. First Frame Familiar objects (large dots), typically-behaving Familiar objects (medium dots) and corresponding (moving) Novel objects (small dots)) tended to overlap. Organization of objects follows that of B. B. Same as A, but here, ratings of atypically-behaving familiar objects are plotted as medium-sized desaturated dots (now organized by motion), and ratings of corresponding Novel objects -i.e. unfamiliar shapes--which inherit their optical and kinematic qualities from a familiar object -as small dark dots. Critically, we wanted to investigate whether the ratings of atypically-moving familiar objects are 'pulled' towards the prior. This clearly could be only the case if ratings on a given quality in First frame and Surprising motion experiments differ substantially, as indicated by the extent of the dark gray lines between these two types of data points. A prior 'pull' occurs when the ratings of atypically-moving familiar and novel objects do not overlap (significant cases highlighted in yellow; also see Table S1 ); if instead they overlap completely, the object prior did not exert any significant influence on the rating. Overall, the more the familiar object remained intact in the surprise motion condition, the more likely the prior exerted an influence over the material appearance. C. i) Illustrates how we measure how much the rating of an atypically-moving familiar object (middle image) overlaps with the rating of a material-matched moving novel object (right image), or conversely, how much it is pulled towards ratings of a static view of the familiar object (left image). ii) Shows possible results: For example, seeing an image of red Jell-O in its classical shape, observers tend to expect that it is quite gelatinous. When they see an object with the same optical properties that falls and does not wobble when it hits the floor, they rate it -unsurprisingly -as very non-gelatinous. When a classically-shaped red Jell-O falls on the floor and doesn't wobble, observers could either rate it similar to the novel object -after all it doesn't wobble at all -or it could be rated as somewhat more gelatinous, despite the sensory input, possibly because prior experience influences the appearance, making observers perceive wobble when there isn't. iii) When the familiar object moves exactly as expected, and when there is no strong influence of shape familiarity on material judgements, all three ratings will overlap.
The yellow highlighted cases in Figure 3 show that this "prior pull" occurred twice as much in the Surprising (10 cases) than the Expected condition (5 cases, see Table S1 ), and more in conditions where the object was still intact and recognizable at the end of the movie (objects that behaved rigidly or wobbled). Prior pull in the Expected condition also occurred where estimation (sensory input) and associative (prior knowledge) accounts made different predictions (gelatinousness of the honey, heaviness of the wine glass, Figure 3A ). In these cases, the "expected" cases were not so expected -this may be related to shape properties, or the size of the splashing of the liquids. Although we controlled for the effects of image motion from optics (e.g. specular highlights), perhaps other low-level image differences exist between Familiar and Novel objects that could be driving differences in ratings. To rule this out, we modelled the data using differences in size between Familiar and Novel objects in the first and last frames (pixel area difference, see STAR methods) and calculated differences in motion energy ( Figure S3 ). Such a model performs extremely poorly (R 2 = 0.025, p>0.05). This suggests rating differences are not caused by differences in object size or image motion.
That only a subset of our objects exhibits a "pull" towards the prior is consistent with literature that shows when sensory input is unambiguous, it will dominate the percept, and prior knowledge does not have an effect [31] . In our case, particular combinations of shape and optics (often involving "shape recognizability") at the end of the animation may lead observers to essentially "ignore" sensory information. For example, the rigid Jell-O is perceived as gelatinous despite not wobbling. Interestingly, prior associations with specific combinations of motion, shape, and optics at the end of the movie may "enhance" differences between Familiar and Novel object ratings (e.g. in the case of the wobbling glass, the particular combination of translucent optics forming what looks like a puddle might evoke strong representations of liquidity, so despite the wobble, it is not considered gelatinous).
One might argue that the reason why we see relatively few instances of significant prior pull is that Novel objects might too elicit expectations (after all, they are bounded shapes with particular optical properties). The correlations in Figure 4A between First Frame and motion ratings, however, suggests that, for the most part, this is not the case. Familiar object first frame ratings predict Expected motion ratings extremely well ( Figure 4A , R 2 =0.9), whereas novel object first frame ratings predict motion ratings very poorly ( Figure 4B , R 2 =0.07). Thus, for the most part, Familiar object first frame ratings are a good measure of observers' prior expectations about the material qualities of these objects. In contrast, Novel object motion ratings are an ideal measure of sensory input because the motion from the material behavior includes information about both the mechanical deformations, as well as any additional effect of image motion from optics [18] .
Figure 4. Prediction strength reaction time differences and interobserver correlations. A. Correlation between mean First frame ratings and mean Expected motion ratings for familiar and novel objects (B.) A high correlation
indicates that the First frames (still images) of objects are highly predictive of the objects' kinematic properties, and thus are in good agreement with ratings in the Expected motion condition, where objects fall and deform according to their typical material kinematics. This is clearly not the case for novel objects, suggesting that these objects do not elicit strong prior expectations about how an object will deform. C. Average interobserver correlation for Expected and Surprising motion trials, as well as the First frame experiment. Note that only for novel objects, this latter correlation was quite low, suggesting that still images of unfamiliar objects do not elicit a strong prior in observers about the material qualities measured in this experiment. D. Reaction time data averaged across all observers for Expected (black) and Surprising trials (medium gray). Stars indicate significant differences p<0.005.
Given that there are a few cases where Novel objects do seem to generate correct predictions about the material outcome (those at the bottom left and top right of Figure 4B ), and since some of the magnitude of the prior pull may be explained by shape recognizability at the end of the movie, we tested a linear regression model that predicted the direction and magnitude of Familiar and Novel object rating differences from prior pull from optics, familiar shape, and shape recognizability at the end of the animation ( Figure S3B ). We can model the data reasonably well (R 2 between 0.266 and 0.59 depending on the question), but not perfectly, potentially due to specific motion-shape-optics interactions [32] .
We did not aim to test an exhaustive list of material attributes, but to determine whether effects of prior associations on visual input might depend on the type of material attribute judged, and on how the object behaves under external forces. We found that "mechanical" qualities like hardness and liquidity appear to be more directly estimated from material kinematics in "shape destroying" conditions (splashing, shattering, wrinkling) [ [33] ; [15] ], but prior associations play a modulatory role (to the extent where material kinematics can even be ignored (e.g. red and green Jell-O)) when shape remains somewhat intact [32] , Figure 1A , or see [34] . These latter conditions seem to create more of a cue conflict, and are more ambiguous. On the other hand, qualities like gelatinousness and heaviness (which are much more difficult to estimate directly from mechanical deformations) were more affected by familiar shape and optics associations [ Figure S3B ].
One might argue that the "prior pull" we demonstrated here is not perceptual but in fact is due to a particular 'cognitive strategy' of some observers (i.e. explicitly ignoring the motion information and thus rating material qualities of atypically moving familiar objects as they rated objects on the first frame, while other observers' ratings were 100% identical to novel object ratings). This would have resulted in bimodal rating distributions and/or low interobserver correlation in the object motion condition, neither of which we found ( Figure S4 and Figure 4C , respectively). The prior 'pull' is a quite subtle effect, and for the majority of judgments, prior knowledge was not enough to 'outweigh' the strong material kinematics. In particular, when shape was not recognizable due to its deformation (splashing, wrinkling), the prior pull was essentially absent. This fits with the idea that if there is too much evidence against the prior, sensory input gets more weight [31] .
Another argument against the cognitive strategy approach is supported by reaction time (RT) patterns in our experiments. A small but significant increase in RT in the familiar object surprising condition -which is the condition that most strongly juxtaposes prior expectation with sensory evidence -would be consistent with the idea of recurrent prediction error correction [27] , Figure 4D , also see [25] ). Importantly, we do not find evidence for a reaction time advantage in expected familiar objects condition (compared to novel, also consistent with [27] ), which suggests that this increase in RT cannot simply be due to the fact that observers positioned the slider in advance to the 'wrong' (expected) position. If observers adopted such a strategy, we should have also seen faster RTs for expectedly moving familiar objects.
The human brain uses prior knowledge to continuously generate predictions about the visual input in order to make quick decisions and to guide our actions. Predictions about material properties are no exception to this: to avoid small daily disasters, we need to be able to predict how slippery and how heavy a cup is before picking it up. Our work shows that previously acquired object-material associations play a central role in material perception and are much more sophisticated than previously appreciated. Our results also offer an explanation to the seemingly conflicting findings in research that investigated the perception of material qualities of non-rigid objects. While some work proposes that perceived material qualities like softness are strongly influenced by motion and shape cues, which completely dominate optical cues [17] , other work showed that both optical and mechanical cues affect estimates of viscosity [33] and yet other research concludes that optical properties dominates over image motion and shape cues when judging the stiffness of cloth [35] . Our results suggest that the prior on the material category (e.g. rubber, liquids, cloth) determines how image cues (optical, motion, shape) are weighted and integrated with existing material knowledge to yield a specific material percept. Thus, the conclusions of previous research can be reconciled when the role of familiar shape priors is considered. This study extends a growing theme in the material perception literature that studying the perception of kinematic material qualities can serve as a tool to guide investigations of the neural mechanisms about material properties, as it provides insight into components (high and low level) that make up material perception as a whole.
Methods
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Motion Experiment: 25 participants (mean age 24.8; 18 female) participated in the experiment; 23 were right-handed and all had self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were native German speakers, and the experiment was given entirely in German. The experiment followed the guidelines set forth by the Declaration of Helsinki, and participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. All participants provided written informed consent and were reimbursed at a rate of €8 per hour.
First Frame Experiment: 15 participants (mean age 26.40; 13 female) participated in this experiment; 13 participants were right-handed and all had self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were native German speakers, and the experiment was given entirely in German. The experiment followed the guidelines set forth by the Declaration of Helsinki, and participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. All participants provided written informed consent and were reimbursed at a rate of €8 per hour.
Last Frame Experiment: 14 participants (mean age 26.85; 10 female) participated in the 'Static Last Frame' condition of Experiment 1; 12 were right-handed. All participants had self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were native German speakers, and the experiment was given entirely in German. The experiment followed the guidelines set forth by the Declaration of Helsinki, and participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. All participants provided written informed consent and were reimbursed at a rate of €8 per hour.
METHOD DETAILS
Stimuli: We used two types of objects: Familiar and Novel. Figures S1 and S2 give an overview of all Familiar objects used in the experiment. In order to create a stimulus set with a broad range of typical material classes, we choose 15 Familiar objects belonging to one of 5 material mechanics: Splashing (milk, honey, and water droplets), Shattering (wine glass, terracotta pot, porcelain teacup), nondeforming (wooden chair, brass key, metal spoon), wobbling (red and green jelly, custard), and wrinkling (linen, velvet, and silk curtain). All objects were rendered in Blender [1] with their typical optical material properties (e.g. metallic-looking key, green transparent jelly, or a silky-appearing curtain). Objects were rendered and shown in the context of a room consisting of brown walls and a polished hardwood floor. All scenes were illuminated by the "Campus" environment map [2] . The 3D meshes for the chair, glass, and spoon were obtained from Free3D [3] and TurboSquid [4] ; the remaining objects were created by us. Unfamiliar shapes ('Glavens', [5] ) inherited their optical and mechanical properties from the corresponding Familiar object ( Figure S1 and S2) .
For each object, we rendered short movies of these objects showing an object falling to the ground and interacting with the floor on impact (Figure 2A) . In order to manipulate surprise in our experiment, an object could either behave as expected, e.g. a glass would shatter ( Figure S1 ), or it could inherit the mechanical material properties from another object, e.g. a chair would splatter like milk upon impact ( Figure S2 ). We created corresponding Expected and surprising movies for Novel objects (Figure S1, S2) .
Animations: Each movie consisted of 48 frames, depicting an object suspended in air, which then fell to the ground. Impact occurred on the 11 th frame for all objects. The largest extent of the objects in the first frame varied between 6.91 (clay pot) and 12.6 (spoon) degrees visual angle (also see Figure 2 and S1). The largest extent of the objects in the last frame depended on the deformation, but varied between 48.85 degrees visual angle for Shattering/Splashing items and 4.29 degrees visual angle for rigidly falling items. Exactly how each object would deform was determined by us using a rigid body physics simulation carried out by the Physics Engine in Blender. For technical specifications, we refer the reader to the parameters listed in Schmid & Doerschner (2018) .
Apparatus:
The experiment was coded in MATLAB 2015a [6] using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension [7] , and presented on a 24 5/8'' PVM-2541 Sony (Sony Corporation, Minato, Tokyo, Japan) 10-bit OLED monitor, with a resolution of 1024 x 768 and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Videos were played at a rate of 24 frames per second. The participants were seated approximately 60 cm from the screen.
Task and Procedure: Observers were asked to watch a short video clip to the end and then to rate the object they saw on one of four attributes, as quickly as they could. We choose the attributes such that they would capture some aspect of the mechanical material qualities of the objects. For example, a Splashing object is likely to be rated as very liquid, and a non-deforming object not, a wiggling object is likely to be rated as very wobbly but a Shattering object not. In order to familiarize observers with the rating task, the use of the slider bar and the keypresses, they completed four practice trials with two objects that did not occur in the actual experiment and with two rating adjectives that also did not occur in the experiment (e.g. rate how shiny this object is).
The experiment was organized into four blocks, one block per attribute. Before the block started, the observer was familiarized with the rating question and then proceeded with a button press to start the trials. On every trial, a reminder of the question of this block remained at the top of the screen, e.g. 'hard' (for 'How hard is the object?'), together with the first frame of a movie, which was held static for three seconds before the movie was played to the end. The movie clip then repeated 2 more times (without the hold at the beginning). Participants were asked to first watch the video until it finished (i.e. the first play through) and then to rate the object, as quickly as they could. They indicated their rating by using the mouse to adjust the height of a slider bar placed on the right side of the screen (Figure 2) . A zero setting indicated the absence of an attribute, e.g. not gelatinous at all, while a maximum setting would correspond to the subjective maximum value of an attribute. The trial was completed when the observer pressed the space key on the keyboard, after which time the next trial would immediately begin. Reaction time was measured from the beginning to the end of a trial (between spacebar presses). The slider position of the previous trial was carried over the new trial in order to give the experimental interface a more natural feel to it.
